ANNUAL LIST OF CONTRACTORS and of the specific contracts/order forms under framework contracts

(Articles 103 of the Financial Regulations and 123, 124 of the Rules of application of the Financial Regulation)

SECTION I: AWARDING AUTHORITY

I.1) OFFICIAL NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE AWARDING AUTHORITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nom</th>
<th>G. E. T. KOLSTE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Head of Resources &amp; Support Department</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERC Executive Agency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place Rogier 16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1210 Bruxelles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgique</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SECTION II: LIST OF CONTRACTORS

II-1 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICE
N° HR/R3/PR/2014/078 – START PEOPLE (1st in cascade)
Object: «Prestation de services de mise à disposition de travailleurs intérimaires »
Total amount of order forms is **222.372€**

II-2 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICE
N° HR/R3/PR/2014/078 – RANDSTAT (2nd in cascade and became 1st in cascade since May 2016)
Object: «Prestation de services de mise à disposition de travailleurs intérimaires »
Total amount of order forms is **509.568€**
II-3 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES
N° DI/7337 - EURORA2 Consortium
Object: « Informatics services »
Total amount of specific contracts is 149,780,40€

II-4 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES
N° DI/7335 - INNOVATIA Consortium
Object: « Informatics services »
Total amount of specific contracts is 191,675,20€

II-5 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES
N° DI/7331 - PANOPLYS Consortium
Object: « Informatics services »
Total amount of specific contracts is 476,747,50€

II-6 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES
N° DI/7330 - EURORA1 Consortium
Object: « Informatics services »
Total amount of specific contracts is 374,504,80€

II-7 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES
N° DI/7370 - COMLIN
Object: « storage equipment and storage-related services »
Total amount of specific contracts/order forms is 152,690,82€

II-8 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES
N° DI/7334 - FOUR CE
Object: « Informatics services »
Total amount of specific contracts is 230,069,40€

II-9 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES
N° DI/7333 – ONE4EU3 Consortium
Object: « Informatics services »
Total amount of specific contracts is 225,822,60€

II-10 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES
N° DI/7350 - SYSTEMAT
Object: « Informatics services »
Total amount of order forms is 86,353,40€
II-11 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES
Nº DI/7360 - COMPAREX
Object: « Informatics services »
Total amount of order forms is 37,215,55€

II-12 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES
Nº DI/7470 - COMPAREX
Object: « Informatics services »
Total amount of order forms is 59,063,55€

II-13 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES
Nº DI/7500 - DIMENSION DATA
Object: « Informatics services »
Total amount of order forms is 15,818,22€

II-14 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES
Nº DI/6940 - GETSYS
Object: « Informatics services »
Total amount of order forms is 58,600,95€

II-15 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES
Nº DI/RTD-L05-2010 – RETTEL Consortium
Object: « Information products »
Total amount of order forms is 99,648,69€

II-16 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES
Nº ERCEA/A2/PO/2011/45-2 - ARRAY DISPLAY
Object: « Organization of stands and exhibitions »
Total amount of order forms is 18,481,05€

II-17 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES
Nº ERCEA/A2/PO/2015/22 - TEAM WORK
Object: « Organization of stands and exhibitions in and outside the EU »
Total amount of order forms is 38,659,05€

II-18 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES
Nº ERCEA/A2/PO/2012/13 - AKIO
Object: « Media monitoring and analysis »
Total amount of order forms is 28,822,49€

II-19 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES
Nº ERCEA/D1/PN/2014/49 - BELGACOM
Object: « Audiovisual maintenance »
Total amount of order forms is 34,613,33€
II-21 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES
N° DI/7270 – GISIS GROUP
Object: « Informatics service »
Total amount of specific contract is **39,800,80€**

II-22 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICES
N° EPSO/EUSA/PO/2014/069 lot 2 - GROUPE BERNANRD JULHIET & KIENBAUM (1st in cascade)
Object: « Coaching for managers and teams »
Total amount of order forms is **35,190,00€**

II-23 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SERVICE
N° HR/R3/PR/2011/012 Lot 5 – DEMOS (1st in cascade)
Object: « Formation professionnelle du personnel de chacun(e) des Institutions, Organes et Agences de l’Union européenne et services de consultation associés. »
Total amount of order forms is **23,550,00€**

II-24 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SUPPLIES
N°OIB.DR2/PO/2014/055/622 lot 4B - GISPEN
Object: « Fourniture de pièces détachées liées aux mobiliers pour salles de formation, de réunion et de conférence »
Total amount of order forms is **35,108,00€**

II-25 Type of contract: FRAMEWORK CONTRACT SUPPLIES
N° DI/7190 – BECHTLE
Object: « Mobile equipment »
Total amount of order forms is **373,372,09€**

II-26 Type of contract: SERVICE CONTRACT
N° ERCEA/D2/PN/2016/26 - ATTENTIA NV
Object: « Provision of corporate vitality services aiming at enhancing the vitality and health of our staff »
Total price **44,919,00€**

II-27 Type of contract: SERVICE CONTRACT
N° ERCEA/A2/PN/2016/35 – VISION HOUSE PRODUCTION
Object: « Photo-Multimedia products on 10th anniversary of the ERC »
Total price **33,600,00€**

III) Date of dispatch of this notice